
Cross-country trail "2 Länder" classic + skating | 4.9 km

CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING

Above all, the view makes this cross-border trail a very special cross-country skiing experience. Classic and skating 5km

Starting point
Kössen

Location
Reit im Winkl


distance:
4.9 kilometres 

duration:
00:29 hours


maximum altitude:
813 meters 

minimum altitude:
741 meters


altitude difference:
118 ascending 

altitude difference:
110 descending

Above all, the view makes this cross-border trail a very special cross-country skiing experience. The 5 km long, moderately 
difficult trail connects the districts of Birnbach and Oberbichl in Reit im Winkl with the area around the Peternhof hotel in 
Kössen.

In close cooperation with the Tourist Information Reit im Winkl and the Kaiserwinkl Tourist Office, a further cross-
border sports offer between Bavaria and Tyrol is made available to all cross-country skiing enthusiasts. The unobstructed 
view of the Kaiser Mountains all the way to the Central Alps, as well as the view of the mountain towns of Reit im Winkl 
and Kössen accompanies sporty and leisure runners on this route. The two countries loop can be run in the classic and 
skating technique.

Arrival by car

From Munich or Salzburg on the federal motorway Munich - Salzburg (A8 to Grabenstätt exit no. 109), continue towards 
Marquartstein and on the well-developed German Alpine Road (B 305) to Reit im Winkl. Drive from the village in the 
direction of Kössen and after the Skihütte store turn right into Birnbacherstraße and drive approx. 2 km to the parking lot 
at the Bauernhof Café, Oberbichlerstraße. 4, 83242 Reit im Winkl.

From Munich or Innsbruck on the federal motorway Rosenheim - Innsbruck (A93) to Oberaudorf (exit no. 59). Continue 
to Walchsee, Kössen and Reit im Winkl. In the village, turn left before the Skihütte store into Birnbacherstraße and drive 
about 2 km to the parking lot at the Bauernhof Café, Oberbichlerstraße. 4, 83246 Reit im Winkl.



Arrival by public transport

Connections to Reit im Winkl from Prien am Chiemsee train station (best bus connection!) with the RVO bus, line 9505. 
Bus stop directly at the tourist information or at the Festsaal. All timetables at www.reitimwinkl.de

Connections to Reit im Winkl from Ruhpolding train station with the RVO bus line 9506.

The winter local bus runs to Birnbach/ Oberbichl and back several times a day. Free with the Reit im Winkl inklusiv Card, 
please check the timetable!
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